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Ancient Rome: The'Latin Teacher and Life in the ,Big City,

Edwin S. Ramage, Indiana University

Maps by FrankS. Ferry

How did the Romans really live? What was life really like in Rome?

Were the problems. the same as ours? These are the questions students are

asking nowadayS and they are the kind of thing:the Latin teacher must try

to cope with or even anticipate. - In the last few years Latin for many per-

ceptive teachers has become much more than grammar, syriax,and vocabulary:

They have begun to draw on the' rich resources available'to them./and are

teaching the language-in its historical and cultural context.

,
One :,art of tnis cultural context that is at the same time both reward-

and perfectly natural to use is the cityof Rome itself. After all,
0 .

t'., people who surface is most Latin classes--whether they are read or read

about--for the most part were the products of life in the big city.' When

we, Come tp consider Rome we quite naturally tend to concentrate on the

monuments- =the buildinj,s of the Roman Forum, the palaces of the Palatine,
J

varioustcmples the great baths, the Colosseum,' the Circus Maximus, and

the like. These are important, ofcourse; but theytare only part of the

picture. ;:hat about the life that swirled around and through these monu

ments? Or to return to the question posed b; our hypothetical student:

What was life really like in Rome?

What follows is meant to be the 1!)reginninp of an answer to this ques-

tion'. It is a summary of some of the more important problems that the

P,..smanS encountered in their day-to.-day

kind of information'that
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to reading from.nuthors like Cicero, Caesar; Martial, Ovid, or Pliny. And

We should r member that people bike Vergil, though they wrote aboUtthings

f I-
.

far removed From city life, still had to cope with living in Rome. This

4 '

material can be used'to add perspective and interest to the "made "D"

Latin that is read in the first year,. since much ofythicnvolves the

people and lif of the city.
/

I 9rban PrOblems

fa. A
Nowadayg we are very much,aware of the problems that go along with life in

our large citles, and through education and the effprt3 of Sociologists,

,psychologists, business, awd government we are moving in the direction of

solving at least some of them. Home had itsprdblems;.tdo, and many of

th'ege were similar to,or just the same as ours. This is not.surprising,

since of all the cities.of the ancientworld she was probably the urban

center most like ours*. By the first century after Christ she hadia clearly

population crowded into a largely.uhplanned urban"

environment: There was pminner city where people lived iii crowded slums

stratified cosmopo lit-
.

not far from the seat of government. Parts of;Rome'had been set aside for

monumental uv: while the outlyLng sections were parks and generally pleasant

suburbs. 'Scattered throughout the city were facilities for taking care of

the needs and catering to 'the pleasures of the urbbm populace.,
.

1
.

. , A
(

. q ,
. /

Every city is affected by its location and Rome was no exception. The
. .

)

early Iron Age. people who. established their village on.the Palatine Hill in. ,

the eighth' century B.C., (M4 1: No.1) had only their immediate primitive

concerngin mind, no matter how earnestly Cicero and other Romans might
. .

insist that Romulus (or whoever -the "Foundi ng Fathers" were) had some kind

_or viion of Rome's future greatness. The wattle and daub huts were perched.

1



:oh the Palatine for protection and so were those that gradually appeared on ,

the other hills around. The sea was about fifteen miles away to the.south-
.

so that it was accessible but not a threat. The Tiber not only offered pro-

tection from the,west, but also provided dccess to the sea.

4 . . 8

While writers like Cicero and Livy
\
praise the location of the city;

I,
.. ' \

there Can be no do 4t4 that thAsite presented problems for growth and expan-

sion. Notonlywasthe.configurationofthelandwith.its many hills lying

relatively close together an inhibiting factor, but there was also another

. !

"build in " problem. The low lying areas around the hills- -areas that were

to become some of the most frequented and most he6vily populated parts of

the citf--were rzgular17 flooded by the Tiber (Map 1: A, B, E). But,

as with mast
)

urban centers, Rome grew in spite of the potential problem
(_

s so

'that by 390 B.C.% when the Gauls invaded and sacked the city, most of the

hills were included within her precincts--the Palatine, Aventine, Capitoline,

. Quirinal, Viminal, Cispian, 0.0piaA, and pat of the'CaeMan (Map1).

,Livy's description of how Rome was rebuilt after the Galfic, invasion

suggests the Roman philosophy pe,growth. He says that when the.ene

the Romans were in such a hurry to get their city rebuilt that, they d not

retired

`bother with any planning.: With quite.reMarkable/insicht he goes, on to

r
observe that this is the reason that the Rome of.his day, some 4.00 years

later, leave? the impression of having` been "taken over rather than portioned

out:". For the most Bart the "rains bear thi's, out.

\

One, of the.best documented periods in ROman history i,s the first

,,,,,

.. ,..., I \ \ .
tury of the Roman Empire, and it is this period that ,ye,shall be de ing'with

cen-

t

here. Timewis, it coL?cides roughly .with the first century of rla.
.0.

By the time of Augustus (27 1.O.--A.D. 14) 'at the,beginning of the Empire,
,

.

-
. .

. ,

the population of the 'city was 'in the neighborhoOd of 1,00 ,000 people.

5
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This number is far 'from firm,. but it will,suffice,as a working7tigUre here.

A city of a million people is hardly remarkable, but when ,we realize that

this pOpufation lived in an area of approximately sevenlsquare miles, a

large part of which was taken up by monuments and parks, we -can imagine

thevoyercrowded condtiOns that must have existed.

. °
Prior to ugustusthe city had had an,administration centered in the

Roman oruM (Map 2). This Emperor made the government more flexible and

more immediately responsible to individual need's by organizing the city,

into 14 regions (Map 3), subdividing these into neighborhoods or buroughs,

and establishing an efficient bureaucracy to look after matters like buildings,

streets, water system, and distribution of the dole. He also organized a

police and fire department on the basis of the tourteen regions.

..,

But he could not solve all the probleplilly came with the overcrowding:

,

There Fere extensive joblessness and poverty, and since the great mass of

the population was made up of working men and slaves, this meant that a
-

large percentage of the population relied on Rublic and priVate welfare for

a A .

its existen e. In thiS connection it is worth remembering that slaves wed-

the energy of day, both in.4-Uttrial and non-industrial;.and the waste, or

residue from this 6nefgy was just as. much a prob19 for the'Rqmans as is

that froth our energy today. Slaves, were -brought to Rome in great numbers

and were also set free in eat numbers to take their place on an alreqy

glutted labor market. A1thoUgn'some of theM became successful businessmen.
,

or bureaucr,ats, the.greatmajority thep had no hope-of ever being more
"L.L.._

than abjectly poor.
C ,

As might be expected, 'this huge population conditioned life in the City

4

to a large extent. -Mass housing was,neceesaryand the Romans-found the
..

5
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insula ( "island ") or apartment/tenefrient house to be the mosteconomical
e

solution to this problem--a solution that we have hardly improved upon.

There is no longer any way of knowing for certain how m?..Aviof these, existed

ix -Rome in the first cenUAy after Christ. We do have, however, two inven-

tordes of. buildings in the city, the Curlosum-and theNotftia, which were
. 1'

.drawn up about,350, years after Christ. Ac- cording to these there were at

that time 46,602 apartment buildings scattered throughout the city. (B?--

Manycontrast theie were only 1,79.0 homes.) Many of these we re solid establish-,

.

ments such as the one from a later period that may' be seen today at the
,s

foot of the Capitoline. But.many of them ?ere jerry-built tenements, ready

'

to go up i flames of collapse without warning. One modern scholar desicribes

the situa ion rather matter-pf-factly: We may fairly suppose that most of

the inha tants of, Rome lived in appearing slums."
,. .

)

. A .,

'

Th*s large population also necessitated a c ertain number ofpublic

facili es. The, Romans had a first rate water system that suppliedfduntainA.

thiou out 4be city: Since toilets and -baths qere at a minimum in the

insul e -oublac toiets and baths were made avaAable in substantial numbers.

The ate inventories list 144' public toilets and 956 small VatlYs.

We 'should' not forget that most of the monumental building's of Rome,

yap

t

If* directly.opT indirectly the 'result of this crowlaing.'- The great public

.
bpths that were added.to Rome frop time to time (Map 4,: Nos. 1-10) stemmed.
/,

.

directly from the needs of the masses, upplem/nting the smaller baths men-
,

s
. .

'
.

. i tioned absove.', `The Colosseum and the various stadia, as well as' the theaters
A

1 ' '' - . .

/
'and other bUildings of'public entertainment (Mar 4), were all part of a

.-

.
'....,

,),0%.
, .

..1 ponderous,well'aTe oystem under which the recipients .expected entertainment
i

44500,

as well at.food from the public dole. The construction' of these blildingg,: ,
A, .

a

f ,

1v./
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must have served much the same purpose as our WPA program of.the-1930's%
,

Employment was, provided for a substantial number of people and a goo4 deal

ar**

of money was pumped' back into the. economy.

To compleive our pidture of Rome in the fi rst-centlify after Christ we,

should look at the system of streets (Map 2.). Those that have been identi-.

/

fled by archaeologists and plotted from literary references show tlat Livy

was quite correct in pointing to a lack of urban planping. Thousands of

other streets; lanes, and alleys that have not been -found must -be, added to

our map. Rome was a maze ofnarrow,'muddy, dusty, slippery streets that

were dark in the,daytime because of the tall buildings lining them and

dangerous at night because they were unlit. The name Of one of the-plannefr

streets, the Via Lata .("Broad Street": Iap suggests. the contrast that

existed between this thoroughfare and other roads.

1 0 q°
Some of the problems that arose in this crowded-urban situation have

already.been mentionlWor.suggested and others may.be projected on the basis

44,

of oti' own eXpdrience:1 Crime in and off the-streets must havy been quite
,

comm6n, especially in the Subura (Map F) which was the inner city of

Rome. Even when.we rerrIbve the exag geration that a satirist like Juvenal

naturally indulges in as' he describes Rome, the toughs, thieves, and killjrs

9 ,

that were roaming the, streets about A.D., 100 still.remain. Measures were

-taken to combat crime, but it is not yet clear holi effective they were.

Augustus proposed legislati9n to break up the gangs that used politi to
, -

disguise their criminal purposes. He also stationedgwds throughout the
,'

,.city on the days when the games were held t discourage burglarizing and,
.

. p:- . .
. . ..

vandalism hile the homeowners and apakment dwellers were away. .
. .

'Q ' a

Traffic mu"St'alsohave been a-seriousi5rob eu. Great. numbers of people

.J.

were constantly Mov,ing about on the network.of narrow, poorly planned.

.. .<;. ,

1.
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streets., The topography dffer0 /further complications, since !the hills

made direct communication, between the various parts of the city almost impos-

sible. Writing in the last quarter of the first century,7 Martial tells is

of trying to get from the Sub lira (Map 1:, F) to a friend's house on the

Esquiiine (Map 1: No. 9'). Not only is it uphill, but the street is also

-Wet and dirty. Traffic is heavy, too. He can hardly get by the lodg lines

\ mule-carts with their loads .of marble.

Juvenal gives another side orthe picture when he suggests that these

carts latt their healiy loads from time to time with f.tal'-'results for any

pedestrian who _happened to be in the vicinity. There is a certain amount
*
of exaggeration in HoraCe's mention of 200 wagons and three huge funerals

all converging j.n.a snarl somewhere near the Roman Forum, but such...traffic

tie-ups must have been fairly common. Finally, there is Jufenal's picture

of trying to get throug.h the streets : people push and sho3re and dig their

elbows into his ribs ; soIdeone bumps him with the pole of a sedan chair,

whileranother hits him on the head with a piece of lumber or a. wine cask

is carrying; leis legs are covered with mud and his 'feet are trampled. T re
.

was ho public transpoftation System and there was no room for one.

Measures were takeri from time to time to-relieve the traffic situ

Julius Cesar pro-posed legislation to keep all wheeled vehicles, witchl f. few

exceptions, out of Rome during the daylight notie. However, the obse vations

of Horace, Martial, and:Juvenal already mentioned suggest that such egisla-

trone,,was .not particularly effective.

The ,crowds , the traffic, the industry of the city produced a /noise
,0

I

pollution that must have reached levels ?it 1 ast as high as tlhat /in some of

our cities today. The Romans called it a "din" and a "roar," as we do

8

/
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.

.

.
,

today, and. the noise level was perhaps highest in the inner c
/7
, the Subura,

4
^ ' a

with its concentrated population. In the 90's after Christ, the younger.

Pliny mentions the din of'the city in the same breath-with "the pointless.,

'running to :and.fro'andthe quite sttpid hecticity" that is part of the 'life
,

th-tre. Valen we remembei- that the Romans did not have all the materials anit

facilities to screen:out noise that we have today, we can see why getting

a night's sleep might have been difficult. In sbme parts of the city this

problem was so acute tlhat ,people fell sick from a.21ack of sleep and some

even- died;

There is also frequent reference in the Roman writers t6 the General

sc"-

unhealthiness of ,he city, especially rn the summer months.' Part of the =

aggravation was Tx' air pollution that was relatively, mild by our standards.

This was largely a dust .and 4oke nuisance coming front the many unpaved
i* , .

;

streets -and- from the thousands of'wood-bUrn'ing fi/les throughout the city.

. .
. .

. ,

- The general conflagrations that were constantly breaking outmust have added
. ,

to it-.... /
-

But t here seems to have been another and perhaps more serious kind'of,

.

air pollution. There were open sewers in most parts of the city and arcliae-c,.

,

ology has produced evidence of open sewage trenches as well., Moreover, the
, e

. \ .

Cloaca Maxima, the "Great Sewer tr of Rome, emptied into the Tiber in the heart.

of the city -. This must have meant that,the Tibet was polluted, at least

from this point downstream. It is significant that we do not hear of the

q11,

Romans ,drinking from their, river. Matters *'ere complicated further by the

periodic flooding of tht rimer which backed up the sewers and Spread contami-

nation over thelow lying part of the city. It is no wonder that Romans
,

.

,' found country air fresherand,healthier!

11.
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As far as the flooding of the Tiber is concerned, it is not clear

whether this occurred frequently enough to be classed as an urban problem.

But at least one major writer.describes Rome as being "subject to floods,"

, anbetween 415 B.C. and A.D. 571 some twenty-nine major inundations are
;

recorded. This gives a frequency of one every twenty-seven,years, and this-

0
r

is probably a on$ervative figure, since the record is not at all complete.

There were a number of factors contributing to the floOding. The

Tiber flowed dn'a fairly shallow bed--much shallower than it does now. At

. .

the same time itwound through the city in three rathei sharp curves (Map 1%),'

In addition, much of the city, both along the river and ,some distance back

was flat, low'lying land - -the Roman rtTrum, Campus Martius, Forum Holitorium,

Forum Boarium, and Velabrum ("Nap 1: A: B, C, D, E,)--and so susceptible to

-s
flooding. If we remember that by the time of Augustus the Romans had at

least partially blocked the river by building out'into it and using it as
I

a dump for refuse, it'is'not difficult to see why it went over its banks

periodically. tAugustus offered an immediate remedy by cleaning' out tfie

river bed, removing the encroaching buildings, and appointing officials to
,

enorce the regulations. Neither these "nor the teagures undertaken by

Augustus' successors solved the problem entirely, hbwever, and the river

continued to flocd until the modern embankment kras builtin the last century.

Perhaps the two problems that posed the most constant, immediate, and

visible threat to the inhabitants of the city were fire and falling buildings.

Neither, is the. specter for us that if Vas for .the Romans and so it is diffi-.

cult for us to realize Irgw serious they were. Ih the 111 year's between 23

. -

B.C. and A.D. 88 there were no fewer than twenty -one major fires--that is,
eto

fires that destroyed substantial parts of the city., In A.D. 27 a large

I,

10

a
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part of the Gaelian burned (Map 1: :;o. 7);, in A. D. 36 thee Circus Maximus
A

(Map 4: No. 16) and the Aventine ( Map 1: No. 8) were destrOyed. Every city
;

seems to'have had its "Great Fire," and Rome's wao that which broi'e out

near the Circus Maximus in the swiner of A.D. 6h when Nero was Emperor. It

destroyed all or part of the Campus Martius, Capitoline; Forum Holitorium,..

Forum Bovium, Aventine, Velabrum, Roman Forum and Palatine and raged out

.\
.

-of Control as far as the Oppian Hill (Map 1). The historian Tacitus who'

describes the firet.ik'ough not .ithout a certain ,amount of prejudice.and'

exaggerationsays that only four of the fourteen regions were left intact.

Map 3 shows the distribution of -major conflagrationsoccufring between 31

B.C. and A.D. 412.
1

It is clear that crowded living conditions contributedito the ,fire
s

problem,problem, but there'wCre other factors as well. We are, conditioned by the

. .

monuments that remain to think of. all ancAn't"Roine. as being built of brick,,
. .

concrete, and stone. But these for, the mo:3t, part are monumental buildings, and

the less monumental structures like shops and apartment buildings which

far, outnumbered them were put together from less substantial materials.

t
Large quantities Of wood and even wattle,:mrk were used. The latter must

haye been,in fairly general use, since Vitruvius makes a point of, rejecting

it as a building material: "I only wish that *attleork walls hadn't been

invented. No matter how useful they are for adding spade quickly,..they
o

are just that much greater a Tublie menace, since they are like torches
.-

v.
ready to pd up in flames." When we imagine the thousands of sho46ps and

I apartment buildings'ihat mus-have been built of these materials crowded

together along narrow streets and lanes, we can see why Vi truvius becomes

emotional bn the subject and how a-fire like 1:ero's could rage- unchecked for

'

six
.

days aid seven wightS'before being brOugbi under control.

4
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. There can be no doubt that collapsing buildings also constituted an.
.

.

. .
.,..

,_./
.

.

everyday threat for those living in the city, for we find frequent mention

o"them in,authors as widely different in time anu outlook as Vitruvius, the /

. . .
, .

elder Pliny, the elder Seneca, Martial, and Juvenal. The' fact that-ruina,

. ,
. . ,

.

the Latin word for a "ruin" or "collapse" of any kind, could be applied

. .

_without qualification to the collapse of buildings is further evidence that.

this was a common occurrence.

There seem to have been many reasons for buildings collapsing iliRome.

Ownersand contractors often built in a hurry. The height to which some of

these buildings towered also contributed td their falling. Vitruvius referS

1 ,

to them as altitudines--that is, "towers" or ",highrises.." Moreover, con-

tractors were not above cheating the owners on materials and workmanship,

,

and then, as now, graft h ad its part to play. The l6.ndldrd also mile in.for

his usual share of criticism for not keeping his building up as-he should.

There were probably other hidden factors at work. Many of-the buildings

*o'f ,Rome vere at best low profit ventures. They were for tenantswho were,
. -

running small, less than 14crative businesses or who could afford only low

4

cost housing. Moreover, the risks en owner took were much greater then

than now:here was 'no' tire insAillance, even, though the threat of fire was.
.

, .

many timesigreater than it is nowadays. 'From the. econfmiC point of view,
... -

then, we should not be too quick to-fault .9,, landlord for not investing any

. More than be had tcin such a perilous-ktenture.

.

II gffects and Solutions

What effect did these problems have on those living in Pome,and that
I

solutions were .attempted? The economic problems caused by 'the constant

fires are hinted at by Suetonius when he describes tha reconstruction.that

P

12
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followed Nero's fire. The financial burden, he says, was felt not only in

Rome and-Italy, but _throughout the provinces. We should,remember that

-

this kind of expenditures itself involvik huge amounts' of money, was simply .

'added to othe'F expensive .projects such as the. welfarepsystem

already s.iphoning large1C.motints of. money from the-treasury.

The psychological effect of this life in

a number 'of writers. Th0-commonly complain

were

the big city is' hinted at 'by.

of being .distracted from writing

by the trials and tribulatidns of.the city. Worry is described-as preventing

sleep:

The extrema apprehension of falling buildings that must;have -existed
:

-. ..
, .-

... .
, .

.

.

is evident in A story told by Suatonius. nUring the presentation-of some

.'. ,

games'in the'"reign of AugustusIthe audience was so certain that the stands.

were going t:o fal,lrthat they would not calm down until the' Emperor himself "

'went to sit with them.

. . ,

The same concern is mixed-with.rustration in
,

a

Comment of the elder SerieCa: "The buildings are so tall and the streets so,

,
narrow that there is'no-defense against fire aqd no escape in any direction

from falling buildirigs.

,The con ant worry and the ,constant Pressure of what we call the 'urban

. .

.
"rat race" brought a certain chronic fatigue and disillusionment with life

in the big city. Martial describes Rome as wearing him down and tells Ifs

that he finally abandoned the city for Spain becaude he could nb longer put
)?.

.up. with the "wearisome was of the useless qity life." The younger Pliny .

writes to alfriend about th.? shackles-of his urban existence where business
.

Piles up withoutvanything ever being completed. perhaps it is'a stance with

theSe-people3 you nevelcap tell. ,Yet we can, sense b. note of frustration/

and tedium-that must have been felt.by many who had to cope with Rome and

its prOblems. It is also worth remembering that Seneca andPliny, and

13,
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prObably Martial too, did not lead the poverty-ptricken existence that ws

.

afflicted most of the urban populace. T1reT was little ohance for the masses
,

-

4,
.

.

.

to better their position, and the.general disillusionment and listlessnes

that.Yesulted..16/hin'ted at in.writers like Martial', Juvenal, and Tacitus.

4

Martial addresses Aemilianus in a brief, but .pointed epigram: "If you're

poor now, Aemilianus, you'll always be pods`. Nome gets money nowadays,

-..

except the wealthy." 'Juv.enal speaks fOr the ,.poor, summing it all up in one .
. 4

.e
V.

. ,

si S.

* poignyt remark: "Poverty contains nothing harder, to bear than that it makes

. 4

a man laughable." Here- is the tame frustrated desire, for respect that, is ,

.,
_

at the, root of sc _many problems in our cities today.

,Hbli did the Roman deal with all of this? His reaction was -in many ways

'like ours: If.he.could.afford it, he bought or built 'a home in the suburbs..
. . . ..

0

"

, There was not the mass migration that weshave experienced,however, since

,
those who had the money to buy and support a suburban home were far'fewer

in number than they are today. Many people also had `country houses to which

they could retreat at certain times of the year as many o our city dyrellers

today move to summer or winter homes. This is particularly interesting, .

since in the Roman mind this arrangement not only provided an escape from

urban problems, but it also represented a return to the good, healthy, rustic

life in which Rome had had its origins and whiCh remained a much respected

part of Roman tradition.

The great mass of the popdationvipowever, had no choice, but to con-

tinue living in the' crowded inner city, - Their lives were brightened a little

0
.

by a welfare system that provided a minimum amount of food and a maximum

p ,

. .

. amount of entertainment. Here the situation was,a little different "from
,

what it is nowadays, for 4hile we have food stamps, we hardly-econsider

rtainment to be an intergral part of din' welfare system. We do havea

1.4"
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rough parallel, however, in the sp4or

. Though they are subsidized'in ;this cas

is programs t .t appear on television.

e not by overnment but by commercial

advertising, they serve much'the same pu
A

since they make this_form ofentertainmen

population at a minimal cott. The analo

fdrms of entertainment on television aS well.

It is riot enough to say that welfare was s

/-
happy and occupied, for thisyas,as much a resul

rpos as the ancient games did,

available to the mass of the

of course, extends to other

imply to keep the people

as a purpose. Without

'the "bread and games" there would ave been economic- and social chaos.

Large numbers of people would ha/e starved to death simply because jobs

were scarce, wages were Low, and, q high rate of inflat ion prevailed. More.t. .

over, the system itself provided jobs, for a substantial

popdlation.
;

To complete our look at urban problems A Rome, someth

about solutions. Some of these have already been mentioned --

pai't of the

ing.must be said

movement to ,

suburbs and country, public welfare, reforms such as those ins ituted by

slat ionAugustus. Vention should also be made of the wide 'range of legi

designed to cope with everything from noise pollution to falling buildings.

Some of it was successful and some was not. But two measures deserye special

. mention, since they have been developed, today as solutionsto urban cr

Thee are urban planning and decentralization of'activities.

owding..

The point has already been made that there was never any general pol

of urban planning in Rome. This does not mean that there was no planning

icy

at all. It is simply that for the most part it consisted of ad hoc measures

,

The Campus Martius (Flap 1: B), for example, was designated amonumental area

'
,

.
.

.
.

and the'remains suggest thiTizb-maintained this identity.. At one point
- - -----,-.

/

,N
.

Julius Caesar even, wanted to move the city's administrative center from the .

15
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Roman Forum (Map 1: A) out he A glance at the street syStem in Map' 2

' :. ° :` . . ,
reveals the planning that went into this part of ROme. The

\

[ Via Latta, which

has already been mentioned, is the most obviOus evidence of this.,

..

.

Nero 's careful rebailding of large ,parts of the city after the fire in
.. .4 /

`0 q'-
614 also shows that the Rcorians were ready to carry through a 1 When".the ...

oppOrtunity presented itself. Wide. streets t ork

sunny plazas, buildings of limited height made of fire-p material and

:-e
having. no party wails., p6rticuses along the front of thy, apa. , me'nt ,buildings

to help with firefighting, and firefighting.equipmeint itself were among the features

that must have made living conditions much better than before tb.e fire.

.. ,..t
, . .

The Imperial Fora (Map 2) which were undertakenat various times

'between 514 B.C. and A.D. 112 are also examples, olrurban panning. We

might even look uppn them as a kind of slow and gradual ban renewal.
k ,

1 . ai . 4
I

Their. primary' purpose was oto relieve -the pressure on existing administratMe
.

facilities and at the dame time tO enhance the image of the blinders But

there was another purpose that is often overlqoked. Both individually: and

collecty they were designed as monumental oases of relative' peace anp.

quiet in on&of the noisiest parts of the city. Even a glance at a plan

or model shows that the complex-as a whole i,s carefully isolated from the

. _

4 surrounding neighborhoods and that the individu al fora were built as discrete

units 'Within the whole.

Though "these fora were a useful and beautiful addition to the, city,

they must have caused problems. The larger ones like that oof Trajan; which

was dedicated in A.D.` 112, surely put a financial drain on the .treasury.

But the swallowing up of so much land ant the displacement of,-o many people

tlere 'in the heart of the, city must have caused serious economic and social

'16
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biSruption. Land values that were already' flated could be expected to

) rise even highei- with the Usual escalator of ect qn rents and other prices.

a . . ..

, 4., The population that was diSplaceds could only ove into already. overcrowded ,

O

,

slum areal or else in the diredicen of the su urbs.

In our large urban 4 centers today,a decen ralization.of
II

acfivities,iand even-people has served to alleviate some" of the problems

caused by a'large,_ditfuse population living in a relallively unplanned

environment. The same was true of Rome where decentralization took place
, OP

gradually over a longlieriod of time. It would probably be wrong to%view
.

this as long term pl4nning .n any sense. A sudden and immediate' need, an

increase'or shift in population, the availability of land; Or even the whims

of an Emperor are just a few of the things'that could lead to the establish-
A

,_ ' .
-

,-
ment of a strujture or facility away from the congestion.

This is not to say that some of the distributioi Was not conscious,:

1:

We hear of game's being held in the various neighborhoods of the city.. Augus-
.

tus' organization of-Rome into regions and boroughs (Map 3) was a way of

promoting and achieving decentralization. Again, the' literary4sourc ( s and

,-, ,

archaeology together show that there ere markets scattered throughout the
.,'

1 I .

city, as we might expect. These markets were supgied-from the gre4 ware-
(
.

.
.

., ,a

houses :conveniently lOcAed'on the 'T'iber tlArard the south edge, of the dity,
.

- .
.

(Map 1: G). Here,the riverboatsand barges ibleplying Rome from the seaport

of Ostia could dock, and unload without getting 'into the congested river

traffic.
'''

..,-.

r`
i.

N;44,4. . Ir' ,

If we plot at least some of the-large public baths -on our map (Map 11: ft

'... - .

"Nos: 1-10), an interesting pattern emerges. These establishments are

fairly eirenly, spaced throughout Rome. We have,to remembpr, of course, that

they were built over a period of time extending from the first, century B.C.,
.41
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to the fourth century after Christ.. But the distribution is important as

.. t

shpwingone aspect of a continuing decentralization, designed not only.to

'bring facilities to the populace but also to relieve congeSion in the
is

\. ,

heart of the city. ,

e

Places of entertainment like :the theaters -and stadia, on'the,other

'

hand,,teneto cluster closer to the downtown areas(Map 4: Nos. 14-2O . 'hut

even here there is clearly a movement in the. Empire to:build'thenew stadia

,and naumachiae in the Campus Mar4us (Map 4: No. 14) and in t1ie less congested

parts of the
\
Transtiber (Map 4: Nos. 11-13) region.Tliese 'spread out toward

the west` just as t baths
m

an easterly direction. .

The two inventories of,huildings in ROme'already mentioned as coming

from the fourth,ceritu-ry after Christ suggest a similarly d<entralIzed dis-

tribution for other buildings connected with basic needs. Warehouses, semi-

private baths, and bakeries, to name the three most important types of

establishment for our purposeg'here, seem to have been scattered in fair

numbers throughout /he'fourteen regions 90" the city.

As a final footnote to Rome's urban problems and their solutions

thing must be gaid at?out the obstacles that lay in the way of reform.

Most of,the have their modern parallels. There e arealways people, for

4

instpnce, who find something wrong with progress. Nero was criticized for

his Urban rebuilding of 64 becauSe the wide streets and-plazas let in tbo

muChliot sun. There were also the interest groups. The two -man commissign

that was appointed by the Emperol"Tiberius in A.D. 15, for example,'to lOok

into theflood-problem proposed a system of flood control which involved

diverting the streams and lakes thatsfed the Tiber. But when they presented
. ,

'their report a strong lobby from the area of,Italy that would be affected

18
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by the plan spoke against, it. ArguMents,ranged all the may from the bad

effects.it would have on agriculture to the feeling that it was wrong to

tamper with nature. A motion that the status auo beziaintained
,

was passed.

and we hear nothing more about theproposal.

There are also a number of indications that.religious considerations

stood in the way of solution. Pliny, for 'example, suggests that the fre-
.

,cluent fires in the city are a kind of dilline punishment for the extravagant

expenditurt of money on homes and their furnishings. This fatalistic and

moralistic attitude could complicate solutions of a practical nature.

According to Cassius Dio, the fire of 31 B.C. that broke out,near the Circus
.

Maxiius was 'almost certainly the result of riot and arson. "But still,"
. e

he goes on to sa.y, "this, too, was listed with thedlear-cUt portents because

of the number of buildings burned." How far this attitude went aria..to.what
pi

extent it affected the solving of problems is not clear. But the fact that

tke Romans were quick to consult their.3ibylline books'of prophecy whenever

such disasters occurred suggestshat religious and superstitious answers

were foremostAn their minds when a search for practical solutions would

have been more profitable.
s.

Further Reading
J

For-the teacher.

J. CarcoPino, Daily Life in Ancient Rome (Yale, 1940, 1975,"

paperbound)

C.C. Esler, Roman-Voices': ,Efery'day Latin in Ancient Rome

(Advancement Press,' 1974)

Balsdon, Life and Leisure.in Ancient Rome (The.Bodley

Head, 1969)
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For teacher and-student
..

. M. Grant, The Roman Forum (Weidenfeld & Nicholson, 1974)

R. Nichols, IC: McLeisb, Through Roman Eyes.(Cambridge, 1976)'

U. E. Paoli (:tral. R. D. Macnaghten), florae: Its'People,Life

and Customs (David McKay, 1963)

.

. H. Mattingly, The Man in the'Roman Streetl,(W. W. Norton, 1966)

Note: If you'would like copies of the maps of Rote. shown above suitable for
4

making overhead transp6.rencies, write the 'author, c/oiDepartment,o'f

Classical Studies, Indiana University,. Bloomington, indiana, 47401.

,.
-19- ff,

Please enelpse 26 cents in stamps for mailing(:
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Map 1.` Topography and Wall6
of Rome

Hills: l-Palatirle; 2-Capitoline;
3 -Quirinal;.4 -14minal; 5 -Cispian;

6 -Oppian; 7 -Caelian; 8-Aventine;

-9 -Esquiline;°19 -JanicUlum

'Areas: A-Roman Forum; 134Aunius
Martius; C -Forum Hoiltorium;
D-Forum Eloarium; E-Velabrum;

.F-Subura G -Docks nd Warehouses;
.H -Campus .icanus
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Map 2. Some of the Main Streets
of Rome

The Roman Forum is the'dark.area;
the Imperial Fora are hatched.
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Map 3. The.-Fourteen Regions of Augustus

Tlie'regtions are designated by Roman',
numerals-. The figures in.parentheses
represent the number of devastating
fires that burneethrough each region
between 31 B.C1 and A.D. 41.
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Map 4. Baths and Other Places of
Bilteriainment in Rome

^c.

Baths: 1-of Agrippa; 2-of Nero;
3-of Constantine; 17-.of Diocletian;

5-of ,Titus;.6-of Trajan; 7-of Helen;

Q-Of Carlacalla (Antonine Baths); .

9-of DeciUs; 10-of Sura

Naumachiae (buildings.for'mock
sell- battles),: 11-Vaticana; 13-ofa

Augustus

Stadia!, 12- Circus of Gaius and
Nero; 11-4adium of Domitian;
15-Circus Flamfnius;-16-CircUs ,

Maximus

Amphitheater: 17-.:Colosseum

Theaters: 18-of Pompey;19-of,
Balbus; 2P-of Marcellus .
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